
COMMENTS:

Other reasons for leaving: 

1. Lack of Responsibility and autonomy - I would want a challenge and to be pushed to perform to the best of my ability 

2. Poor decisions by the Council - Unsuccessful appeal to paymatters, raised separate grievance by letter, not acknowledged nor addressed.

3. Workloads being stressful.

Leadership                                                                        

COMMENTS:  What do you think can be improved about leadership in the Council?

"need a reality check to see what is happening….incorrect grading structure and open to unfairness" 

"no feedback or acknowledgement from HR or Directors…hard to pursue professional qualification due to workloads"

"no opinion as not seen….just doing their job"

"Worked for Stratford on Avon Council, on less money and they moved with the times…embraced change"
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COMMENTS:What could the Council do to make its workers prouder of the Council and their work?

"when you have a question, you ask the TL, who then goes up the chain - three weeks later you get decision!"

"it all leads back the the culture"

"weekend work not offered when stated in interview"

"no buddy buddy of workloads - often asking for extension of time"

"development management - applications not robust, attitude towards the team, under-resourced"

COMMENTS: How could we help our managers to be better leaders?

"they need knowledge and accountability - they are responsible for the team"

"felt I had to hit the ground running"

"took on as (position witheld) but no backing on the role as a new starter"

"rushed work / immense pressure…don’t have time to talk about our routes and role"

"my manager did their best to support with limitation on resources"

"I liked (name witheld) my manager"
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My Team

COMMENTS: what are your suggestions or improvements to your line manager?

"heard them say 'That’s not my area/dept'….not going extra mile for the team… no balance in team"

"moaning and griping team"  

"never had the same team - often moved. Didn’t mind as it was the nature of the job"

"Fairness in productivity…the dead wood do not want to embrace speed or efficiency"

"very supportive team - weekly meetings. Potential burn out re wellbeing"

COMMENTS: How could the Council support employee personal growth more effectively?

"limiting as deferring skills /career due to workloads.  Did a few external courses though"

"Council made me a better driver and navigator."

"Not had 121s or appraisals"

"Even though I already had training / H&S certs, I had to take courses again? " 
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COMMENTS: How could the Council better support the wellbeing of its employees?

"after I had finished, I helped out other crews"

"60 year old man manually working same speed as 20 year old….is this acceptable?"

"there is so much sickness here"

"the workload was actually too little!...poor time efficiencies….a TL should know how long a task takes?....not 

organised enough to have efficiencies…need an assessment of tasks"

"manage workloads better….inequalities on workloads due to different skill sets"

Fair Deal

COMMENTS: how could the Council improve its pay and benefits offer?

"Wyre Forest pay less than here….but not as competitive as private sector!"

"change the pay structure - plant /diggers not classed as HGVs"

"Not fair...How can I be an (job withheld) but not get (job withheld) pay?

"Recruitment and selection pay offers should be fair against those already in post"
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COMMENTS: how could the council have a more positive impact on the outside world?

"people simply waiting for their pension - give less pension, sick pay"

"a better service…viewed as not very accessible"

"need a proper reception area for enquiries - hub not acceptable levels of cust svc/knowledge"

"Worcester City has a perception of high turnover of staff"

"no trigger to tell us we have received online portal info"

The single worse thing about working for us?

"workload and pay grade…need a broader structure…recognise professional quals to up scale"

"lack of organisation"

"workloads and felt under pressure with massive rounds - is this the norm?...should be paid more money or work less"

"me going the extra mile and then finding out you are going to help others who may not have been as

productive…..real abuse of sickpay here"

The single best thing about working for us?

"the four day week is good, and the sick pay (not that I have used it!)"

"security of job"

"benefits - you can get good rewards for a long career (pension / sick pay)"

"strong team ethic"
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